HealingJHands’
:
Latitude: 34.10206S
Longitude: 18.8608E
4 Duke Alley, Somerset Country Estate, Heritage Park, Somerset West, Helderberg, Western Cape

 10 Minutes before you drive into Somerset West you pass the Engen garage on the left hand side;
 After you Passed Broadway Boulevard exit on your left, you will find the Somerset Mall on the right
hand side and the Audi Dealer on the left hand side;
 The Road will make a "S" shape bend;
 Cross the 1st Robot over Victoria street, you will see a Power Station on the right hand side of the
road;
 Cross the 2nd Robot, over Gerber Blvd on right;
 Cross the 3rd Robot, over Rustenburg street, you can see Virgin Active on right side of the road;
 You will Go Over the bridge then keep left, and in approximately 700m turn left at the 4th robot into
Hazelden drive, Heritage Park;
 You will see that “Somerset Business Park” is written on the wall at the Robot;
 After you turned left at the robot carry on straight until you find a roundabout, go over the Circle (2nd
exit) where you will find a Security Boom;
 At the Security Boom, use the Visitors lane, they will ask you who you are visiting and the address and
estate name;
 After you entered the security boom, carry on straight until the next roundabout and turn right (2nd
exit) onto Asrin drive;
 Drive approximately 450m and turn right into Somerset County Estate where you will have to
pass through another security boom; use the visitors lane;
 You’ll need to enter your access code at the gate, which you’ll receive on the day off your appointment








Turn right onto Duchess road;
Turn left onto Duke road;
Drive straight down to the bottom and;
Turn right into Duke Alley before the cull- de -sack;
You will drive straight into nr 4 Duke Alley.
Give me a call when you are at the gate to open up…

:
 Visitors can only enter Heritage Park from the N2 and not from Main Road .
 Follow my directions as above; the security at the gate might also give you wrong
directions within the Estate.
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 On the N2, five minutes before you drive into Somerset West, cross the 1st Robot, towards the right of
the robot is Sir Lowrys Pass road, and Gordons Bay is towards your left;
 Pass the Shell Garage and Firlands on your left hand side, still heading straight on the N2;
 Further on you will find PVC Timber on your left;
 Cross the 2nd Robot over Broadlands road;
 Cross the 3rd Robot over Onverwacht road, you will find Lwandle location on your left;
 Cross the 4th Robot, where you will find the BP Express Garage on the right hand side of the N2;
 Keep in the right hand lane,
 At the 5th Robot, you will find Asla Park on your left hand side, and Somerset Business Park on the right
hand side,
 Turn right at the Robot into Hazelden drive, Heritage Park;
 You will see that “Somerset Business Park” is written on the wall at the Robot on your right hand side;
 After you turned right at the robot carry on straight until you find a roundabout, go over the circle
(second exit) where you will find a Security Boom;
 At the Security Boom, use the Visitors lane, they will ask you who you are visiting and the address and
estate name;
 After you entered the security boom, carry on straight until the next roundabout and turn right (2nd
exit) onto Asrin drive;
 Drive approximately 450m and turn right into Somerset County Estate where you will have to
pass through another security boom; use the visitors lane;
 You’ll need to enter your access code at the gate, which you’ll receive on the day off your appointment
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Drive straight down to the bottom and;
Turn right into Duke Alley before the cull- de -sack;
You will drive straight into nr 4 Duke Alley.
Give me a call when you are at the gate to open up…

:
 Visitors can only enter Heritage Park from the N2 and not from Main Road .
 Follow my directions as above; the security at the gate might also give you wrong
directions within the Estate.
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